RENEWABLE ENERGIES FACT SHEET

CAT has brought reliable energy services to over
2,000 residents of remote communities across
Australia, through its Bushlight Program
Business events act as a stimulator
and facilitator of economic activity,
innovation and learning.
With sophisticated convention centres,
hotel venues, resorts and exotic
wilderness lodges spread throughout
its 1,352,176 square kilometres, the
Northern Territory boasts many of
Australia’s most unique and spectacular
natural attractions and experiences
for conferences and incentives.

Australia’s Northern Territory
has ideal climatic conditions, which
combined with the high diesel
generation cost, offer significant
opportunities for utilising renewable
energy. With abundant sunshine and
recent technological developments,
solar energy is becoming increasingly
viable in remote areas like pastoral
stations and indigenous communities.

Alice Springs Solar City program
empowers the community to become
energy champions through improved
awareness, energy efficiency
measures, solar energy technology
and smart electricity metering and
tariffs. It supports and encourages the
development of major iconic projects
in the region, that play a critical part
in making Alice Springs a national and
international showcase for sustainable
living and the use of renewable energy.
The Crowne Plaza Hotel in Alice
Springs has installed 1300 photovoltaic
modules that will reduce the hotels
CO2 emissions by 420 tonnes per
year and supply up to 80% of the
instantaneous demand during the day.

Alice Springs Airport has the first
large installation of Concentrated
Photovoltaic (CPV) technology in
the Southern Hemisphere and is also
the first Australian airport to have a
large scale solar energy plant feeding
back to its internal electricity grid,
producing 28% of its electricity.

Desert Knowledge Australia Solar
Centre is a demonstration facility
for commercialised solar technologies
operating in the arid solar conditions
of Alice Springs, Central Australia. The
Solar Centre promotes understanding
and confidence in solar technologies,
and provides the industry with long term
system level data proving the reliability of
solar generators in an Australian context.

Bushlight is an innovative renewable
energy project which seeks to inform,
train and empower Indigenous
communities to better utilise their energy
services; to engage with service networks
to better maintain them; and to design
and build high quality, reliable systems.
Bushlight has been pioneered by the
Centre for Appropriate Technology (CAT)
based in Alice Springs and is now bringing
renewable energy solutions to over a
1,000 residents of rural villages in India.

Shoal Bay Renewable Energy
Facility in Darwin was the first
waste to energy facility in a tropical
region. It produces electricity from
methane gas harvested from the
landfill which powers 1,000 Darwin
homes and saves approximately
5,500 tonnes of carbon dioxide.
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The Appropriate
Technology Retailers
Association of Australia
(ATRAA) held its
annual conference in
Alice Springs in August
2010. ATRAA delivers
the largest renewable
energy industry event
in Australia, attracting
a range of delegates,
from installers,
designers, suppliers
and retailers, students,
trainers, teachers and
manufacturers, both
locally and globally.
“One of the key showcases at
the ATRAA 2010 conference
held in Alice Springs, was a
day field trip for Conference
attendees to visit and
inspect the Concentrator
PV (CPV) power plant at
Hermannsburg.”
Silex Systems

WHY MEET IN THE NT?
Australia’s Northern Territory has a proven track record at boosting delegate
attendance due to its destination appeal as well as its direct relevance to the
renewable energies sector. As a result, it provides a depth of local expertise, as well
as individuals and organisations who can enhance your NT event, such as speakers,
sponsors, exhibitors and delegates.
There is the opportunity to engage with NT industry at networking events and scope
for technical tours and site visits to local facilities for meetings with like-minded
industry colleagues. The NT is just two hours flying time from its nearest Asian
neighbour and has direct domestic aviation access to all major airports throughout
Australia.

EXTRAORDINARY REGIONS
The NT is divided into two main regions, each with distinct climates and amazingly
different terrain and attractions. The lush and tropical “Top End” region at the
northern most tip of Australia includes the capital city, Darwin, plus the World
Heritage-listed Kakadu, Australia’s largest National Park. With a natural harbour, river
estuaries and a coastline more than 5,000km long, the Top End is a fishing, sailing
and cruising paradise.
Further south, lies the stunning desert landscape of Central Australia, which is home
to icons such as Uluru (Ayers Rock), Kata Tjuta (the Olgas) and Alice Springs, the
quintessential Australian outback town, as well as an ancient and rich indigenous
culture.

NORTHERN TERRITORY CONVENTION BUREAU (NTCB)
The NTCB is the business events division of Tourism NT. Our role is to market and
promote the Northern Territory as a distinctive business tourism destination. With
strong local knowledge, experience and links to business and government networks,
we provide expert advice and assistance to secure business events for the NT. Our
team can assist you with bid preparation, destination information and supplier liaison
to deliver an inspiring and memorable event.
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renewableenergies@ntconventions.com.au
www.ntconventions.com

In traditional Western
Desert art, this circular
dot icon symbolises a
camp site or meeting
place. For thousands
of years, the first people
of the Northern Territory
have held meetings
in locations deemed
spiritually significant.

